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ABSTRACT. Courts frequently deny class certification when confronted with “arbitration asymmetries”: cases where the class representative is not bound to arbitrate claims, but class members may be. The result? Courts enforce illegal or nonexistent arbitration agreements. To avoid such patent injustice, this Essay advances an alternate approach to arbitration asymmetries.

INTRODUCTION

As arbitration agreements have become increasingly commonplace,1 a question has arisen for class-action litigation: when a defendant asserts that putative class members are subject to arbitration agreements, can a putative class representative who is not bound to arbitrate her claims still certify the class? I describe cases that present this question as cases with “arbitration asymmetries.” In these cases, the putative class representative’s good luck often becomes a class-action misfortune. Where a class representative has escaped an arbitration agreement for any number of reasons (such as a litigation waiver or unique factual circumstances), courts tend to conclude that the representative is atypical or inadequate to represent the class. In short, courts decline to certify class actions with arbitration asymmetries.

Consider the example of Tan v. Grubhub, Inc.2 There, a driver for Grubhub—an app that facilitates food delivery—alleged that Grubhub had misclassified him

---

1. For example, in the employment sector alone, the share of workers subject to mandatory arbitration clauses has jumped from two percent in 1992 to over fifty-five percent in 2018. Alexander J.S. Colvin, The Growing Use of Mandatory Arbitration, ECON. POL’Y INST. (Apr. 6, 2018), https://www.epi.org/publication/the-growing-use-of-mandatory-arbitration-access-to-the-courts-is-now-barred-for-more-than-60-million-american-workers [https://perma.cc/33PF-TWAЕ].

as an independent contractor and thus denied him the benefit of certain wage-and-hour protections that only apply to formal employees. Because individual recovery in wage-and-hour cases tends to be minimal, the driver sought to represent a class of other Grubhub delivery drivers so that legal expenses could be spread broadly. Further, if the driver prevailed in such a class action, the penalty to Grubhub would be multiplied, ensuring that the company would be meaningfully held to account for its misconduct. Yet Grubhub’s employment contract contained an arbitration provision. And while this posed no obstacle for the driver because he had opted out of this provision, the class he sought to represent had not. On the basis of this arbitration asymmetry alone, the court declined to certify the class.3

Importantly, it is possible that none of the putative class members were actually bound to arbitrate their claims. But the court never determined whether the putative class members in the Tan litigation were actually subject to arbitration agreements with Grubhub and were therefore precluded from joining the class. The mere fact that the putative class members were potentially bound, whereas the putative class representative was not, in and of itself defeated class certification. In fact, the driver at the helm of the Tan litigation had sought to demonstrate that Grubhub’s arbitration agreements were unenforceable on various grounds common to the class. The court even acknowledged that Grubhub’s delivery drivers may have lacked adequate notice of the arbitration provision’s terms.4 But the court ultimately refused to entertain these arguments, stating that the driver could not challenge the enforceability of an arbitration agreement that did not apply to him.5

As this example shows, courts deny class certification in arbitration asymmetry cases regardless of the strength of the defendant’s asserted arbitration rights vis-à-vis putative class members. Courts reason that the putative class representative lacks standing to litigate the arbitration issue, even if she raises colorable arguments that no valid arbitration agreement exists. They also hesitate to pass judgment on putative class members’ rights prior to class certification, when the putative class members are not yet formal parties to the case. In other words, questions of justiciability lurk behind courts’ refusal to certify class actions with arbitration asymmetries.

Outcomes like this are a boon for defendants. A defendant can shield itself from class proceedings merely by presenting evidence of an arbitration agreement with unnamed class members, even if the agreement is illegal, invalid, or otherwise unenforceable. Equally troublingly, a defendant can manufacture an

3. Id. at *3.
4. Id.
5. Id. at *6.
arbitration asymmetry to avoid class litigation by strategically waiving its arbitration rights as to the putative class representative and thereby setting her apart from the putative class. In effect, arbitration asymmetry jurisprudence offers employers a means to opt-out of class litigation.

This also provides defendants with the benefits of mandatory arbitration without requiring them to actually demonstrate the existence of enforceable arbitration agreements. After all, the primary purpose of mandatory arbitration agreements for most defendants is the avoidance of class actions because class actions are a powerful mechanism for holding monied interests accountable. Without access to the class-action device, workers, consumers, and other small-claims litigants have no incentive to bring suit in either a judicial or arbitral forum. Those individuals are unable to vindicate their legal rights.

But arbitration asymmetries need not hobble class actions. This Essay argues that courts should give class representatives an opportunity to contest the validity of arbitration rights asserted against putative class members before declining to certify a class. Courts may adjudicate the arbitration issue at either the class certification stage or after a class has been certified without running afoul of either Rule 23 or the case-or-controversy requirement of Article III. Only if absent class members have indeed waived their rights to a judicial forum by agreeing to arbitrate their claims should a court determine that an action may not proceed as a class.

Part I sets the stage by assessing the prevailing approach to the arbitration asymmetry problem. It examines the flaws in courts’ existing reasoning and attempts to lay out their underlying concerns. Part II demonstrates that the current treatment of arbitration asymmetries is untenable because it unfairly disadvantages class plaintiffs and threatens to immunize defendants from legal liability—underlining the importance of this Essay’s contribution. Part III makes the case for why a class representative not bound by an arbitration agreement nevertheless has standing to argue that the putative class members are not bound to arbitrate their claims. Part IV contends that a court may adjudicate a defendant’s arbitration rights as to absent class members either at the class certification stage or after a class has been certified.

---

6. There is little existing critical commentary on the phenomenon of arbitration asymmetries. Myriam Gilles and Gary Friedman briefly address the topic in The Issue Class Revolution and suggest that because absent class members are “passive” litigants, their obligation to arbitrate claims should not be triggered at all in the context of class actions. Myriam Gilles & Gary Friedman, The Issue Class Revolution, 101 B.U. L. Rev. 133, 166 (2021). This Essay, by contrast, operates under the assumption that individuals bound by arbitration agreements would not be permitted to join a class action in a judicial court. From that premise, this Essay explains that courts should not deny class certification in the face of arbitration asymmetries without first probing whether putative class members are actually bound by enforceable arbitration agreements.
I. THE PREVAILING APPROACH TO ARBITRATION ASYMMETRIES AND ITS UNDERLYING JURISDICTIONAL PUZZLES

A. The Prevailing Approach

By and large, courts have determined that a putative class representative who is not bound to arbitrate her claims may not certify a class where a defendant has asserted that putative class members are bound by arbitration agreements.\(^7\) Relying on either or both of the typicality or adequacy requirements of Rule 23,\(^8\) courts often conclude that the putative class representative is “in a unique position” vis-à-vis the class and thus atypical,\(^9\) or “not an adequate representative . . . like other potential class members might be” because she is unable to adjudicate the arbitration issue.\(^10\)

Arbitration asymmetries arise in a variety of circumstances. Unlike members of the proposed class, a putative class representative may have opted out of an arbitration agreement.\(^11\) Alternatively, particular factual circumstances may give the class representative a unique defense to the defendant’s assertion of arbitration rights—for example, she may never have come into contact with the

---

\(^7\) See, e.g., Avilez v. Pinkerton Gov’t Servs., Inc., 596 F. App’x 579, 579 (9th Cir. 2015); Berman v. Freedom Fin. Network, LLC, 400 F. Supp. 3d 964, 986 (N.D. Cal. 2019) (collecting cases from the Ninth Circuit); Forby v. One Techs., LP, No. 3:16-CV-856-L, 2020 WL 4201604, at *9 (N.D. Tex. July 22, 2020); Jensen v. Cablevision Sys. Corp., 372 F. Supp. 3d 95, 122-25 (E.D.N.Y. 2019); Johnson v. BLC Lexington, SNF, LLC, 2020 WL 3578342, at *7 (E.D. Ky. July 1, 2020); Spotswood v. Hertz Corp., No. RDB-16-1200, 2019 WL 498822, at *11 (D. Md. Feb. 7, 2019). There is a line of district-court decisions holding that where some but not all putative class members may be affected by an arbitration agreement, class certification is not improper. See Mora v. Harley-Davidson Credit Corp., 2012 WL 1189769, at *13 (E.D. Cal. Apr. 9, 2012) (collecting cases); Berman, 400 F. Supp. 3d at 985-86 (same). But these decisions rely on the general proposition that “the existence of affirmative defenses applicable to some members of the putative class but not the representative” does not defeat class certification. Berman, 400 F. Supp. 3d at 985. This reasoning seldom holds up where all putative class members are potentially bound by arbitration agreements. But see Ehret v. Uber Techs., Inc., 148 F. Supp. 3d 884, 902 (N.D. Cal. 2015) (finding the key question to be whether the arbitration question “can be dealt with on a class-wide basis” and certifying the class).

\(^8\) A class may only be certified where “the claims or defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class,” and “the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.” FED. R. CIV. P. 23(a)(3), (4); see also Gilles & Friedman, supra note 6, at 166 (recognizing that defendants relying on existing caselaw typically muster typicality and adequacy arguments to defeat class certification in the face of arbitration asymmetries).


\(^11\) See, e.g., Tan, 2016 WL 2721439, at *3; Jensen, 372 F. Supp. 3d at 122.
arbitration agreement at issue. But a proposed class may equally run into this problem if the defendant corporation simply waived its arbitration rights as to the putative class representative. In these cases, the defendant has essentially placed the putative class representative in a “class of one” because the defendant either: (1) consented to the judicial forum with respect to the putative class representative’s individual claims or (2) litigated in a fashion inconsistent with an intention to exercise arbitration rights and is now barred from asserting their arbitration rights against the named plaintiff.

Courts decide that classes may not be certified under these circumstances while candidly admitting that they do not and cannot know whether putative class members have in fact entered valid and enforceable arbitration agreements. As the court in *Jensen v. Cablevisions Systems Corp.* explained, where a defendant asserts arbitration rights against putative class members, the “mere potential that the relevant arbitration provision is valid is sufficient to preclude a named plaintiff who [is not bound by] the provision from representing a class largely made up of individuals that may be subject to the agreement.” Speculative language runs throughout the arbitration asymmetry decisions, with courts determining that putative class members’ claims are “likely barred,” “potentially subject,” or “may be bound by” arbitration agreements.

---

14. For example, a defendant may have first attempted to secure a favorable decision on the merits of the plaintiff’s claims in court.
16. In rare cases, courts have first evaluated whether an arbitration agreement affecting absent class members was unconscionable before determining that a class could not be certified. E.g., *Hill v. T-Mobile USA, Inc.*, No. 2:09-CV-1827, 2011 WL 1095888, at *6-10 (N.D. Ala. May 16, 2011).
17. 372 F. Supp. 3d 95, 123 (E.D.N.Y. 2019) (emphasis added); see also *Quinlan v. Macy’s Corp. Servs.*, No. CV-12-00737, 2013 WL 11091572, at *3 (C.D. Cal. Aug. 22, 2013) (“While the enforceability and effect of the arbitration clause are not presently before the court, [Plaintiff] . . . asserts claims that the overwhelming majority of purported class members may be barred from bringing in this court.”).
Sometimes the hypothetical language is dropped altogether and the validity of the arbitration agreement is simply assumed. For example, in Panzer v. Verde Energy USA, Inc., a putative class representative alleged that he had not received an arbitration agreement, whereas members of the proposed class had. The court questioned whether the named plaintiff was adequate as a class representative because “the class he seeks to represent did agree to arbitrate,” and concluded that “[the class representative’s] interests [did] not align with those whom he [sought] to represent.” The court made these statements despite the fact that, at the time, the defendant had not met its burden to show that putative class members were actually bound by arbitration agreements.

In fact, many courts take this tack even where colorable arguments are presented that the purported arbitration agreements are unenforceable. In Panzer, for example, the plaintiff had challenged the validity of the arbitration agreement in question on grounds of unconscionability and lack of consideration—arguments the court simply declined to consider. Similarly, in Jensen, the plaintiff asserted that the corporate defendant had failed to incorporate a reference to any arbitration provision in its terms of service. The court refused to entertain this argument, stating that it was not obligated to determine “the validity of the [arbitration] agreement,” but only “whether the presence of class members that [were] potentially subject to the provision satisfy[ed] the requirements of Rule 23.” A determination as to the validity of the arbitration agreement, the court held, would be “procedurally improper and analogous to an advisory opinion.”

B. The Misfit of Rule 23’s Typicality and Adequacy Rubrics

Although courts often cite Rule 23’s typicality and adequacy requirements in their reasoning, those requirements make for strange policemen here. The

22. Id. at 616 (emphasis added).
23. Id. at 609 nn.1-2.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Of course, if a class representative can make no argument that an arbitration agreement is not enforceable as to putative class members, that would be a threat to class certification. Moreover, to the extent that there is such an argument, it needs to be common to the class: it could not depend on the unique factual circumstances of individual putative class members, otherwise it would create a predominance problem. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3) (requiring that “questions of law or fact common to class members predominate over any questions affecting only individual members”).
usual concerns underlying the typicality and adequacy requirements do not apply to cases involving arbitration asymmetries.

To start, typicality is a "permissive standard[,]"\textsuperscript{28} meant to ensure that "the interests of the class representative align with those of the class, so that by prosecuting his own case he simultaneously advances the interests of the absent class members."\textsuperscript{29} The key inquiry is whether the class representative’s claims "arise from a similar course of conduct and share the same legal theory" as those of the putative class members.\textsuperscript{30} Where an arbitration asymmetry arises, it is seldom contested that the named plaintiff’s claims meet this requirement.

Although defenses are relevant to the typicality inquiry, the traditional formulation focuses on whether the "proposed representative may face significant unique or atypical defenses to her claims."\textsuperscript{31} That is because "there is a danger that absent class members will suffer if their representative is preoccupied with defenses [that are] unique to [her]."\textsuperscript{32} But of course, a class representative who seeks to demonstrate that putative class members are not bound by arbitration agreements would hardly derail or distract from the interests of the class action. Rather, answering that question would be central to the class action’s success. In sum, the typicality requirement should not bar class actions with arbitration asymmetries.

Courts’ use of “adequacy” also fails to make sense as a device for disqualifying class representatives in the context of arbitration asymmetries. As the Supreme Court explained in \textit{Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor}, "the adequacy inquiry under Rule 23(a)(4) serves to uncover conflicts of interest between named parties and the class they seek to represent."\textsuperscript{33} The interests of absent class members and the putative class representative must therefore be “aligned” for the adequacy requirement to be met.\textsuperscript{34} Additionally, both the class representative and class counsel must “understand that they are acting in a representative capacity and will prosecute the action throughout its duration fairly, vigorously, and competently on behalf of the class.”\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{28} Torres v. Mercer Canyons Inc., 835 F.3d 1125, 1141 (9th Cir. 2016) (quoting Parsons v. Ryan, 754 F.3d 657, 685 (9th Cir. 2014)).
\textsuperscript{29} 1 JOSEPH M. MCLAUGHLIN, MCLAUGHLIN ON CLASS ACTIONS § 4:16 (17th ed. 2020).
\textsuperscript{31} \textit{In re Schering Plough Corp. ERISA Litig.}, 589 F.3d 585, 598 (3d Cir. 2009).
\textsuperscript{32} Gary Plastic Packaging Corp. v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 903 F.2d 176, 180 (2d Cir. 1990).
\textsuperscript{33} 521 U.S. 591, 625 (1997).
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.} at 626.
\textsuperscript{35} MCLAUGHLIN, \textit{supra} note 29, § 4:26.
Again, the existence of arbitration agreements that may bind putative class members does not create a “conflict[] of interest” with the named class representative.36 Rather, both putative class members and the class representative share an interest in ensuring that the defendant does not prevail in enforcing illegal or nonexistent arbitration agreements that would threaten the class action. And just because a putative class representative is not subject to an arbitration agreement does not indicate that she cannot “fairly, vigorously, and competently” litigate a class action’s central claims.37 An arbitration asymmetry should thus not create adequacy concerns.

C. The Underlying Article III Puzzles

The misfit of Rule 23’s typicality and adequacy requirements suggests that something else motivates the prevailing approach to arbitration asymmetries. And where courts include more in-depth analysis of the arbitration asymmetry issue, it becomes apparent that Article III jurisdictional puzzles are at play. Courts are reticent to probe the validity of arbitration agreements as to putative class members because they are unsure of two things: (1) whether a class representative has standing to litigate the arbitration rights of absent class members; and (2) whether a court may exercise jurisdiction over the rights of putative class members prior to certification, given that putative class members are not yet considered “parties” before the court. Courts may decline certification on typicality or adequacy grounds, but it is Article III—not Rule 23—that poses the true roadblock to class actions with arbitration asymmetries.

With respect to standing, many courts reason that since the putative class representative has somehow escaped the arbitration agreement in question, she lacks standing to contest its enforceability as to absent class members.38 For example, in Conde v. Open Door Marketing, LLC, a district court held that the named plaintiffs were not “typical” of the class because, unlike putative class members,
they had not signed an arbitration agreement with the defendants. The court stated that the named plaintiffs were not “personally affected by the arbitration agreements,” had “no interest in the enforceability of the arbitration agreement itself,” and thus “lacked the ability to challenge the agreements on behalf of individuals who did.” As illustrated by Conde, what renders a putative class representative atypical or inadequate is not necessarily a difference as to arbitration rights (which many courts concede may not exist if the purported arbitration agreement is unenforceable or invalid). Rather, the animating concern is that the class representative lacks the personal stake necessary to litigate the arbitration rights of absent class members. At bottom, it is the Article III standing requirement—not Rule 23—that gives these courts pause.

Courts also hesitate to adjudicate the arbitration rights of putative class members prior to the certification of a class. Before class certification, putative class members are not yet formal “parties” to the litigation. As a result, courts hold that they lack jurisdiction over the claims of putative class members altogether. Consider, for instance, the Eleventh Circuit’s holding in In re Checking Account Overdraft Litigation, an action brought against Wells Fargo and Wachovia Bank alleging that they unlawfully charged the plaintiffs overdraft fees. The banks had waived their arbitration rights as to the named plaintiffs, but had moved to compel arbitration of putative class members’ claims prior to class certification. The district court denied the motion to compel arbitration, and the banks appealed. The Eleventh Circuit vacated the district court’s order, finding that “the District Court lacked jurisdiction to resolve the question.” “Absent class certification,” the Eleventh Circuit reasoned, “there is no justiciable controversy between the defendants and the unnamed putative class members.” As such, the district court in that case could not “purport[]” to rule on the “hypothetical claims that might be raised in the future by hypothetical plaintiffs”

40. Id. at 960.
41. See, e.g., Jensen, 372 F. Supp. 3d at 123 (declining to certify a class due to an arbitration asymmetry while refusing to address the “enforceability of the arbitration provision”).
43. Molock v. Whole Foods Mkt. Grp., 952 F.3d 293, 298 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (finding that “motions to dismiss [putative class members] for lack of personal jurisdiction” before class certification are “premature” given that the court only has “power over the parties before it”). See generally Daniel Wilf-Townsend, Did Bristol-Myers Squibb Kill the Class Action?, 129 YALE L.J. 205, 216-20 (2019) (collecting cases).
44. In re Checking Acct. Overdraft Litig., 780 F.3d 1031, 1037 (11th Cir. 2015).
45. Id. at 1034.
46. Id. at 1037.
without stepping outside the bounds of Article III’s case-or-controversy require-
ment.47

Adjudicating the arbitration rights of putative class members thus presents a "conundrum."48 “The validity [or] enforceability of [an alleged arbitration agreement] cannot be adjudicated until after class certification proceedings” because before that point, a court technically lacks jurisdiction over the claims of absent class members.49 But a certified class may not include “individuals who are bound by arbitration agreements” because they have waived their right to a judicial forum.50 Wary of “issuing a ruling regarding the enforceability” of an arbitration agreement as to “class members who are not before th[e] Court,”51 courts simply assume the validity of the arbitration agreements and decline to certify proposed classes that present the arbitration-asymmetry problem.

II. POLICY ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE PREVAILING APPROACH

A new approach to arbitration asymmetries is not only legally defensible, but urgent as a policy matter. Courts’ current approach to arbitration asymmetries gives effect to arbitration agreements regardless of their enforceability – meaning that, in practice, defendants are able to enforce illegal arbitration provisions and keep viable claims out of court. Perhaps just as importantly, the current approach enables defendants to shield themselves from class proceedings. Defendants need only suggest that putative class members are bound by arbitration agreements, knowing that courts will not subject those agreements to scrutiny. The result is that defendants can avoid legal liability altogether.52

Courts already enforce arbitration agreements that prevent litigants from aggregating claims, even where doing so deprives litigants of their substantive rights. In AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, the Supreme Court held that arbitration agreements may be enforced where a take-it-or-leave-it consumer

47. Id.


49. Id.

50. Id.

51. Jensen v. Cablevision Sys. Corp., 372 F. Supp. 3d 95, 123-24 (E.D.N.Y. 2019) (declining class certification because “the existence of an arbitration provision that potentially involves over 99 percent of the proposed class impacts the typicality of the Plaintiff’s claim”).

contract includes an arbitration agreement with a class action ban.\footnote{53} Concepcion
involved claims worth $30.22.\footnote{54} In such circumstances, as one circuit judge
acknowledged in another case, the “realistic alternative to a class action is not [a
multitude of] individual suits, but zero individual suits, as only a lunatic or a
fanatic sues for $30.”\footnote{55} Similarly, in \textit{American Express Co. v. Italian Colors Restau-
rant}, the Court held that an arbitration agreement may be enforced even where
the litigants could not “effectively vindicate [their] rights in the arbitral for-
rum.”\footnote{56}

Even if litigants could prevail in arbitration, the reality is that arbitration
hardly ever takes place. Though the Supreme Court imagines arbitration as an
alternative forum for dispute resolution, studies have demonstrated that as a
practical matter, “almost no consumers or employees ‘do’ arbitration at all.”\footnote{57}

At least in other contexts, defendants must first meet their burden of proving
that an arbitration agreement is valid and enforceable before keeping claims out
of court.\footnote{58} Prior to granting a motion to compel arbitration, a court must decide
whether “(1) a valid agreement to arbitrate exists, and (2) the particular dispute
falls within the scope of that agreement.”\footnote{59} And in adjudicating motions to com-
pel arbitration, courts must provide the “party opposing arbitration . . . the ben-
efit of all reasonable doubts and inferences that may arise.”\footnote{60} But in the arbitra-
tion-asymmetry context, courts simply presuppose the enforceability of the
arbitration agreement in question. This might be thought of in terms of a bur-
den-of-error allocation: by declining to certify a class in these circumstances,
courts place the burden of error on plaintiffs. After all, if the arbitration agree-
ments were not enforceable, class treatment would be appropriate. One could
imagine a different allocation, whereby courts certify classes despite a possible

\footnotesize{\footnote{53} 563 U.S. 333, 351-52 (2011).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{54} Id. at 337.}
\footnotesize{\footnote{55} Carnegie v. Household Int’l, Inc., 376 F.3d 656, 661 (7th Cir. 2004).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{56} 570 U.S. 228, 235, 235 n.2 (2013).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{57} Judith Resnik, \textit{Diffusing Disputes: The Public in the Private of Arbitration, the Private in Courts,
and the Erasure of Rights}, 124 YALE L.J. 2804, 2814-15 (2015); see also Jean R. Sternlight,
\textit{Disarming Employees: How American Employers Are Using Mandatory Arbitration to Deprive Workers
of Legal Protection}, 80 BROOK. L. REV. 1309, 1329-30 (2015) (citing statistics that show em-
ployees and consumers seldom arbitrate claims).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{58} See, e.g., Adkins v. Lab. Ready, Inc., 303 F.3d 496, 500-01 (4th Cir. 2002).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{59} Kirleis v. Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C., 560 F.3d 156, 160 (3d Cir. 2009).}
\footnotesize{\footnote{60} Id. at 159 (quoting Par-Knit Mills, Inc. v. Stockbridge Fabrics Co., 636 F.2d 51, 54 (3d Cir.
1980)).}
arbitration asymmetry and defer adjudicating the agreement’s enforceability until afterward.61

Perhaps most disconcertingly, the current approach to arbitration asymmetries equips defendants with the ability to block class actions through voluntary action within the lawsuit. Arguments about a putative class representative’s standing to litigate an arbitration agreement or the court’s jurisdiction over putative class members’ claims apply even where the defendant manufactures the arbitration asymmetry. The approach thus has the “disastrous effect of enabling defendants to essentially opt-out of Rule 23.”62

For example, a putative class representative might have, at one point, been subject to an arbitration agreement, just like putative class members. But, as discussed above, a defendant may waive its arbitration rights as to the putative class representative and then claim that because she is no longer “personally affected by the arbitration agreement[,]” she “lack[s] the ability to challenge the agreements on behalf of individuals who [are].”63 Similarly, a defendant could bring flimsy arguments to compel arbitration of a putative class representative’s claims and then, if the motion is unsuccessful, use the named plaintiff’s success as a sword against class action treatment. This would create a win-win situation for defendants: either the putative class representative’s claims or the putative class members’ claims will be shut out of court. In both cases, the defendant becomes immunized from class liability in a judicial forum. Moreover, these processes of “picking off” putative class representatives could occur successively. Each time a named plaintiff stepped into the role of putative class representative, the defendant could waive its arbitration rights as to that individual and undermine the viability of the class. Such gamesmanship should not be permitted.

By allowing purported arbitration agreements to hamper class actions, courts vindicate the purposes underlying the trend toward mandatory arbitration without requiring defendants to actually secure enforceable arbitration agreements with putative class members. While companies seldom compel individuals to arbitrate their claims, “it is quite common for arbitration clauses to be

invoked to block class actions.”64 Indeed, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau determined that arbitration clauses are already “design[ed] . . . to block class actions in court.”65 Most arbitration agreements today now include class action waivers.66 But it appears that defendants need not labor over fine print: the mere possibility that putative class members signed arbitration agreements is now enough to prevent them from aggregating their claims and vindicating their rights in a judicial forum.

The prevailing approach to arbitration asymmetries has political and economic contours. Because so few individuals avail themselves of arbitration, the enforcement of arbitration provisions has a “claim-suppressing” effect.67 By disappearing valid monetary claims, arbitration facilitates an upward transfer of wealth to increasingly concentrated corporate power.68 Meanwhile, the class action is a mechanism for “counter[ing] concentrated power.”69 By aggregating small claims, class actions vindicate the rights of individuals who have no incentive to bring suits individually.70 Without Rule 23’s cost-sharing mechanism, those claims are unlikely to ever see the light of day.71 By enforcing arbitration provisions and making the class device inaccessible, courts’ current approach to arbitration asymmetries thus has a doubly claim-suppressing effect. Fewer and fewer litigants will have the opportunity to vindicate their rights and obtain just outcomes.

65. Id.
66. For example, a study by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau examining arbitration agreements in the consumer context determined that “it is common for arbitration clauses to be invoked to block class actions” and that “[o]ver 90 percent of the arbitration agreements” under review “expressly prohibited class arbitrations.” Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Study Finds That Arbitration Agreements Limit Relief for Consumers, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Mar. 10, 2015), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_factsheet_arbitration-study.pdf [https://perma.cc/V2VU-A6JB].
68. See generally Deepak Gupta & Lina Khan, Arbitration as Wealth Transfer, 35 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 499 (2017) (arguing that arbitration results from and contributes to economic inequality, thereby making it a form of wealth transfer).
71. Id.
Workers and consumers are the categories of individuals at once most vulnerable to arbitration agreements and most dependent on the class-action device. A Grubhub delivery driver, for example, has limited ability to negotiate her terms of employment. Likewise, a consumer contracting for internet services or a cellphone possesses little to no bargaining power. Further, when workers and consumers are wronged, they typically end up with “negative-value” claims: the cost of litigation exceeds any expected monetary reward. And low-income workers and consumers are particularly burdened because they are mostly likely to be the victims of abusive practices—whether consumer scams or illegal workplace exploitation. Research shows that “employers engage in misconduct against low-wage and unskilled workers because they have less bargaining power and are less likely to sue.” Similarly, predatory business practices “specifically target[]” low-income groups as consumers. Where class-action procedures are foreclosed, it is the most marginalized members of society that suffer.

Courts’ prevailing approach to arbitration asymmetries equips defendants with the ability to kneecap class actions and adds potency to arbitration agreements—even those that would not stand up to scrutiny in court. This exacerbates inequality, tilting the scales in favor of defendants that already benefit from consolidated economic power. As a result, it is critically important, as a both normative matter and a matter of policy, that courts adopt a new approach to arbitration asymmetries—one that does not unfairly advantage defendants.

### III. THE STANDING SOLUTION: CLASS REPRESENTATIVES’ “PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL” INTEREST IN LITIGATING PUTATIVE CLASS MEMBERS’ ARBITRATION RIGHTS

Courts’ underlying concerns about arbitration asymmetries are unfounded. First, a putative class representative has standing to advance a claim that absent

---

72. *See id. at 294 (describing “negative-value” claims); Craig Becker & Paul Strauss, Representing Low-Wage Workers in the Absence of a Class: The Peculiar Case of Section 16 of the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Underenforcement of Minimum Labor Standards, 92 MINN. L. REV. 1317, 1333 (describing the “simplest [FLSA] case” as costing at least “ten thousand dollars worth of attorney time” but with “recovery of five hundred dollars in damages”).

73. *See Myriam Gilles, Class Warfare: The Disappearance of Low-Income Litigants from the Civil Docket, 65 EMORY L.J. 1531, 1544 (2016) (noting that workplace violations “are disproportionately more likely” to be experienced by the “working poor” than their “better-off counterparts”).

74. *Id.

75. *Id. at 1543.
class members are not bound by arbitration agreements.\textsuperscript{76} To see why, it is useful to consider a different fact pattern that also implicates a putative class representative’s ability to argue on behalf of absent class members: cases in which a putative representative’s individual claims have become moot, but the putative representative continues to pursue the claims of putative class members anyway.

\textit{United States Parole Commission v. Geraghty} is an example of one such case.\textsuperscript{77} There, the Supreme Court asked “whether a trial court’s denial of a motion for certification of a class may be reviewed on appeal after the named plaintiff’s personal claim has become ‘moot.’”\textsuperscript{78} A prisoner challenged certain parole guidelines that prevented his release on statutory and constitutional grounds, filing a putative class action on behalf of similarly situated prisoners.\textsuperscript{79} Based on the merits of Geraghty’s individual claims, the district court first denied his motion for class certification and subsequently ruled that the parole guidelines could remain intact.\textsuperscript{80} Geraghty appealed both decisions, but was mandatorily released from prison in the meantime.\textsuperscript{81} The U.S. Parole Commission argued that because Geraghty’s individual claims were now moot, the appellate court lacked Article III jurisdiction to entertain his appeal of the denial of his motion for class certification.\textsuperscript{82}

The Supreme Court held that the denial of his motion for class certification was not moot. Geraghty still had standing to litigate that appeal. “A plaintiff who brings a class action presents two separate issues for judicial resolution,” stated Justice Blackmun, writing for the majority.\textsuperscript{83} “One is the claim on the merits; the other is the claim that he is entitled to represent a class.”\textsuperscript{84} True, Geraghty’s claim on the merits had been resolved and he no longer possessed the “personal stake” necessary to assure the Court of jurisdiction over his individual claims.\textsuperscript{85} But

\textsuperscript{76} Again, to avoid predominance concerns, the putative class representative must raise arguments against the enforceability of the arbitration agreements that are common to the putative class. Arguments that would require individualized, fact-based inquiries into the circumstances of each putative class member would create a predominance issue.

\textsuperscript{77} 445 U.S. 388 (1980).

\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 390.

\textsuperscript{79} Id.

\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 393-94.

\textsuperscript{81} Id. at 394.

\textsuperscript{82} Id.

\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 402.

\textsuperscript{84} Id.

\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 396-97 (first citing Franks v. Bowman Transp. Co., 424 U.S. 747, 755 (1976); and then citing Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962)).
Justice Blackmun saw fit to examine Geraghty’s “‘personal stake’ in the class certification claim” separately.86

That inquiry led the Supreme Court in *Geraghty* to the purposes behind both the class-action device and the Article III case-or-controversy requirement. Class actions, Justice Blackmun noted, were developed in part to “provi[de] . . . a convenient and economical means for disposing of similar lawsuits[,] and [to] facilitat[e] . . . the spreading of litigation costs among numerous litigants with similar claims.”87 And Rule 23 also gives putative class representatives “the right to have a class certified if the requirements of the Rules are met”88—an interest, Justice Blackmun explained, that was more akin to that of a “private attorney general”89 than a “personal stake.”90 This “private attorney general” interest could satisfy the purposes behind Article III’s “‘personal stake’ requirement.”91 After all, “the purpose of the ‘personal stake’ requirement is to assure that the case is in a form capable of judicial resolution,” which entails “sharply presented issues in a concrete factual setting and self-interested parties vigorously advocating opposing positions.”92 Despite the fact that Geraghty’s merits claim had expired, “[t]he question whether class certification is appropriate remain[ed] as a concrete, sharply presented issue.”93 Therefore, “vigorous advocacy [could] be assured through means other than the traditional requirement of a ‘personal stake in the outcome’”94 and could be satisfied by Geraghty’s “private attorney general”95 interest in certifying a class.

Although the Supreme Court’s decision-making on mootness and class actions has been checkered96 and the “private attorney general”97 concept of the class action is arguably outdated, *Geraghty* nevertheless remains good law

---

86. Id. at 402.
87. Id. at 403.
88. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id.
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93. Id.
94. Id. at 404.
95. Id. at 403.
96. See generally Jean Wegman Burns, *Standing and Mootness in Class Actions: A Search for Consistency*, 22 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1239, 1262 (1989) (analyzing the “two distinct, and largely inconsistent, philosophical approaches” in “Supreme Court decisions regarding standing and mootness”).
today. For example, the Second Circuit relied on Geraghty last year in Jin v. Shanghai Original, Inc., holding that where a class representative prevails on the merits of his individual claims following pretrial decertification of his class, he retains standing to appeal the decertification order. In reaching its decision, the Second Circuit acknowledged that interests beyond those of the named plaintiff must be “considered when questions touching on justiciability are presented in the class-action context” — including “the responsibility of named plaintiffs to represent the collective interests of the putative class.”

Unlike Geraghty, whose merits claim simply expired, Jin obtained complete relief for his individual claim through a successful judgment on the merits. Still, the Second Circuit determined that he retained a “private attorney general” interest in litigating the motion for class certification. The Second Circuit explained that “[t]he private attorney general concept relates to the objectives of the class action device, which include deterring misconduct through private enforcement of vital public policies.” The facts underlying Jin offered a prime example: Jin involved small claims arising from violations of New York State Labor Law. Independent of class certification, individual class members “lack[ed] incentive” to litigate their claims and “would not [have] obtain[ed] relief.” And because the class was largely comprised of immigrants, fear of retaliation served as an additional “impediment for class members,” further justifying the need for representative litigation.

Geraghty and the notion of a “private attorney general interest” for putative class representatives provide insight into how courts can resolve the problem of standing in the context of arbitration asymmetries. This doctrine directs courts
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98. See, e.g., Cameron-Grant v. Maxim Healthcare Servs., Inc., 347 F.3d 1240, 1246–47 (11th Cir. 2003) (stating that “the named plaintiff who seeks to represent a class under Rule 23 acts in a role that is ‘analogous to the private attorney general’ and hence has ‘a personal stake in the class certification claim’”); Love v. Turlington, 733 F.2d 1562, 1565 (11th Cir. 1984) (“Application of the personal-stake requirement to a procedural claim such as the right to represent a class is different from application of the requirement to substantive claims.”); Wilkerson v. Bowen, 828 F.2d 117, 121 (3d Cir. 1987) (“It would seem to us that the principle espoused in Geraghty is applicable whether the particular claim of the proposed class plaintiff is resolved while a class certification motion is pending in the district court . . . or while an appeal from denial of a class certification motion is pending in the court of appeals . . . .”).


100. 990 F.3d at 258 (quoting Deposit Guar. Nat’l Bank v. Roper, 445 U.S. 326, 331 (1980)).
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to take a functional approach\textsuperscript{107} to “questions touching on justiciability . . . in the class-action context,”\textsuperscript{108} considering both the purposes behind the class-action device and the justiciability requirements of Article III in addressing arbitration asymmetries. And courts must recognize a key principle from \textit{Geraghty}: putative class representatives have a freestanding interest in certifying a class sufficient to satisfy the Article III case-or-controversy requirement, regardless of their underlying “personal stake” in the claims at issue and even where no class has been formally certified.\textsuperscript{109}

With these background principles in mind, it becomes clear that a putative class representative does not need to have a “personal stake” in the validity of an arbitration agreement in order to argue that it may not be enforced against putative class members. Where an arbitration asymmetry is at issue, a putative class representative maintains the “concrete adverseness”\textsuperscript{110} to the defendant that is required for standing. That adversity is preserved both by the putative class representative’s “personal stake” in her underlying claim against the defendant \textit{and} by her “private attorney general interest” in litigating the class action. That is to say, the argument for justiciability here is even stronger than in \textit{Geraghty} or \textit{Jin}, because here the putative class representative’s “personal stake” in her individual claims against the defendant remains live. Surely in these circumstances, a putative class representative arguing that putative class members are not bound by arbitration agreements meets the “imperatives of a dispute capable of judicial resolution” — “sharply presented issues in a concrete factual setting and self-interested parties vigorously advocating opposing positions.”\textsuperscript{111}

The approach outlined here also better comports with the purposes underlying the class-action device. As \textit{Geraghty} and \textit{Jin} both recognized, class actions are meant to facilitate cost sharing among small-claims litigants in order to deter misconduct that no one would otherwise have an incentive to challenge.\textsuperscript{112} Much as in the strategic mooting context — where flexible understandings of justiciability prevent gamesmanship on the part of defendants attempting to avoid legal liability\textsuperscript{113} — enabling putative class representatives to litigate the enforceability

\textsuperscript{107} Burns’s article contrasts the so-called “functional approach,” as exemplified by \textit{Geraghty}, with a more traditional approach to standing that requires a putative class representative to retain a “personal stake” in the action in order to certify a class. See generally Burns, supra note 96.

\textsuperscript{108} Jin, 990 F.3d at 258.

\textsuperscript{109} Geraghty, 445 U.S. at 398.


\textsuperscript{111} U.S. Parole Comm’n v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 388, 403 (1980).

\textsuperscript{112} See Geraghty, 445 U.S. at 403; Jin, 990 F.3d at 259.

\textsuperscript{113} See, e.g., Zeidman v. J. Ray McDermott & Co., 651 F.2d 1030, 1030 (5th Cir. Unit A July 1981) (finding that the satisfaction of a putative class representative’s individual claims does not
of arbitration agreements on behalf of absent class members ensures that the decks are not stacked against a plaintiff class.

The subsequent history of the Eleventh Circuit’s *In re Checking Account* decision is an informative case study on how this approach may play out in practice. In that case, named plaintiffs were permitted to argue that arbitration agreements purportedly binding putative class members were not valid.\(^\text{114}\)

Ironically, *In re Checking Account* is often cited for the proposition that arbitration asymmetries create an irresolvable standing problem because the opinion contains the following oft-quoted line: “[T]he named plaintiffs lack standing to assert any rights the unnamed putative class members might have to preclude [the defendant] from moving to compel arbitration because the named plaintiffs have no cognizable stake in the outcome of that question.”\(^\text{115}\) Yet, as explained above, the opinion was written in the context of an appeal from the district court’s denial of the defendant’s motion to compel arbitration against putative class members before class certification proceedings had even commenced. The Eleventh Circuit made clear that the issue had just been litigated prematurely, not that it could not be litigated at all:

> [A]s a practical matter, whether [the defendant] can compel the unnamed putative class members to arbitrate their claims may be highly relevant to the named plaintiffs, given that the answer to that question may effectively decide the viability of their class action as such. However that issue is properly litigated via a motion to certify a class, not in defense of a decision the District Court had no jurisdiction to make.\(^\text{116}\)

The opinion thus recognized that a putative class representative does have standing to litigate the enforceability of arbitration agreements as to putative class members because of their stake in certifying a class action.

Following the Eleventh Circuit’s opinion, the district court certified the putative class on remand.\(^\text{117}\) And after certification, the defendants once again

---


\(^{115}\) *In re Checking Acct. Overdraft Litig.*, 780 F.3d 1031, 1039 (11th Cir. 2015).

\(^{116}\) *Id.* at 1039 n.10.

\(^{117}\) *In re Checking Acct. Overdraft Litig.*, 307 F.R.D. 650, 655 (S.D. Fla. 2015). In the course of this litigation, the defendant once again raised its arbitration rights, arguing that the numerosity requirement of Rule 23 could not be satisfied because the entirety of the absent class was subject to arbitration agreements. *Id.* at 639. Still, the court held that the “arbitration-based argument [was] premature,” relying on the previous Eleventh Circuit panel decision for the
moved to compel arbitration against absent class members. Despite the fact that the named plaintiffs had secured a waiver to the arbitration agreement and were not subject to its terms, the district court permitted them to argue against the motion—by claiming, for example, that the purported arbitration agreements were illusory and unconscionable—without questioning whether the named plaintiffs had a sufficient “personal stake” to litigate those claims. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision. There again, the fact that named plaintiffs were litigating the arbitration rights of absent class members did not cause concern. No one raised any question of jurisdictional impropriety. Once the class was certified, the standing concern slipped away.

Another informative example is Milbourne v. JRK Residential America, LLC. There, a district court addressed the issue of a class representative’s standing to litigate the arbitration rights of absent class members head on. After the class had been certified, the defendant moved to compel arbitration of absent class members. The defendant argued that the class representatives lacked standing to contest the motion because they, unlike the putative class members, had not signed an arbitration agreement. The court held that the class representatives could contest the motion without running afoul of Article III: “[T]he issue of whether some class members may be subject to the defense of mandatory arbitration does not alter the fact that there is an actual controversy between the defendant and the class members—it merely determines the forum in which that controversy will be decided.” Moreover, standing could hardly pose a barrier where the defendant “cannot[] dispute that each class member, including the [n]amed [p]laintiffs, has an actual, justiciable claim against [the defendant].”

The ease with which the standing question falls away once a class has been certified might have something to do with the unique nature of class-action litigation. “Once certified, the class as a whole is the litigating entity” and the class representative takes on a “private attorney general” function with not
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proposition that it could not adjudicate arbitration rights as to putative class members before certification. Id.
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125. Mussat v. IQVIA, Inc., 953 F.3d 441, 445 (7th Cir. 2020) (citing Payton v. Cnty. of Kane, 308 F.3d 673, 680 (7th Cir. 2002)).
only a capacity, but a “responsibility . . . to represent the collective interests of the putative class.” 127 That is, the personal and collective interests of the class representative and absent class members merge.

Interestingly, the court in Milbourne agreed with other federal courts that “the issue of whether arbitration may be available as to some class members . . . [is] relevant to the class certification analysis under [Rule] 23, rather than standing.” 128 The court also suggested that an arbitration asymmetry “admittedly affects the typicality of the [n]amed [p]laintiffs’ claims and their ability to adequately and fairly represent the class as a whole.” 129

But it is not at all clear why that should be the case. As discussed above, the typicality requirement assures a reasonable degree of class cohesiveness with respect to the underlying claims, while the adequacy requirement weeds out cases where a class representative’s interests are antagonistic to the class. The reason courts deny class certification in the face of arbitration asymmetries is because they fear that putative class representatives “lack the ability to challenge the [arbitration] agreements on behalf of [absent class members].” 130 But if once a class is certified, a class representative may properly litigate the enforceability of those arbitration agreements, then (working backward) there should be no obstacle to certifying a class in the first place.

In summary, courts should not decline to certify classes with arbitration asymmetries because they fear that the class representative lacks standing to litigate the arbitration issue as to absent class members. Class representatives have a justiciable interest in ensuring that a defendant not enforce an invalid or illegal arbitration agreement against absent class members.

127. Jin, 990 F.3d at 258 (quoting Deposit Guar. Nat’l Bank v. Roper, 445 U.S. 326, 331 (1980)); see also Mussat, 953 F.3d at 447 (“In a Rule 23 class action . . . the lead plaintiffs earn the right to represent the interests of absent class members by satisfying [Rule 23 criteria].”).


129. Id.

130. Conde v. Open Door Mkrg., LLC, 223 F. Supp. 3d 949, 960 (N.D. Cal. 2017); accord Tan v. Grubhub, Inc., No. 15-cv-05128, 2016 WL 4721439, at *6 (N.D. Cal. July 19, 2016) (finding that the putative class representative lacked "standing to challenge the applicability or enforceability of the arbitration and class action waiver provisions" at the class-certification stage and denying class certification); Macedonia Distrib., Inc. v. S-L Distrib. Co., No. SACV-17-1692, 2020 WL 610702, at *5 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 7, 2020) (finding that the class representative had "no standing to argue that such [arbitration] agreements are invalid, which would be required for putative class members to succeed on their claims").
IV. THE JURISDICTIONAL SOLUTION: COURTS’ POWER TO ASCERTAIN WHETHER PUTATIVE CLASS MEMBERS ARE BOUND BY ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS

The differing treatment of arbitration asymmetries in the pre- and postcertification contexts draws attention to a second jurisdictional question: when may a court adjudicate whether unnamed class members are bound by arbitration agreements?

The concern underlying the question of “when” to address arbitration asymmetries is that before a class is certified, putative class members are not yet considered “parties” to the litigation. Rule 23’s class certification requirements are designed to “protect absent class members,” such that only after the requirements are met may members of the proposed class be “legally bound” by the outcome. Prior to class certification, a court lacks jurisdiction over the claims of putative class members altogether. Even if a putative class representative had standing to argue that an arbitration agreement was unenforceable as to putative class members, courts have expressed a reluctance to rule on these agreements precertification because it would amount to a “procedurally improper . . . advisory opinion.” This follows from the notion that a court may not rule on the “hypothetical claims that might be raised in the future by hypothetical plaintiffs” without stepping outside the bounds of Article III’s case-or-controversy requirement.

The notion that courts cannot exercise jurisdiction over putative class members’ claims prior to certification can cut in either direction. A court, as in Jensen, may use it as a justification for declining to certify a class, despite being unsure whether the arbitration agreement is valid and would indeed preclude putative class members from litigating claims in a judicial forum. Conversely, a court, as in In re Checking Account, may rely on its precertification lack of jurisdiction over putative class members’ claims to defer ruling on the effect of an arbitration agreement until after a class has been certified.

131. Smith v. Bayer Corp., 564 U.S. 299, 313 (2011) (“[A] nonnamed class member is [not] a party to the class-action litigation before the class is certified.”).
136. In re Checking Acct. Overdraft Litig., 780 F.3d 1031, 1037 (11th Cir. 2015).
From a normative perspective, the latter—deferring ruling on the arbitration question—is clearly the more compelling approach. Whereas the court in Jensen disclaims issuing an “advisory opinion,” its decision not to certify a class rests on pure speculation. In order to find that a class representative is atypical or inadequate due to an arbitration asymmetry, a court must presuppose the enforceability of the arbitration agreement in question. Moreover, as described at greater length in Part II above, it equips defendants with the ability to block class actions and avoid meritorious legal disputes. The In re Checking Account approach, by contrast, ensures that putative class members are not excluded from the class unless they are actually bound by valid arbitration agreements.

Still, one might protest, a court should not be required to turn a blind eye to the possibility that an arbitration agreement binds putative class members and precludes them from participation in the class. Even granting that an arbitration asymmetry creates no typicality or adequacy concerns, it may implicate numerosity—the requirement that the members of a class be sufficiently numerous as to make ordinary litigation impractical. If the arbitration agreement were enforceable against putative class members, it could leave the class representative in a “class of one.”

Indeed, the In re Checking Account litigation itself reveals the inefficiencies of waiting to adjudicate the arbitration question until after class certification. After the district court certified a class, the defendant subsequently moved to compel arbitration of absent class members’ claims, and the court determined that the arbitration agreements were valid. The claims of “all members of the certified classes other than the named [p]laintiffs” were dismissed—effectively dismantling the class action. Of course, no one was excluded from the class without the court first determining that they were, in fact, bound by valid arbitration agreements. And the class representatives were given an opportunity to contest the validity of the purported arbitration agreements. Still, the In re Checking Account litigation suggests that courts may reasonably want to adjudicate the validity of arbitration agreements earlier, before a class has been formally certified.

The nature of Rule 23 class certification proceedings should make such an inquiry appropriate without creating jurisdictional difficulties. Judges routinely

---
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“make whatever factual and legal inquiries are necessary under Rule 23” before certifying class actions, a process that sometimes involves evaluating the contours of the claims of putative class members. Consider, for example, a case where a defendant asserts that a class fails to meet the numerosity requirement of Rule 23 because the majority of persons within the class definition would be barred by a statute of limitations. A court in that circumstance might apply law to facts to determine the impact of this possible defense on the proposed class. The court would be unlikely to decline to certify the class on the grounds that it could not wade into the statute-of-limitations question at all. “When defendants opposing class certification raise a legal defense that may defeat [class certification], the district court cannot assume its validity but should make a threshold determination on the legal merits.”

In other words, putative class members in the midst of class certification proceedings are only before the court in a liminal sense. Although a court cannot bind these parties prior to class certification, the existence of and proper forum for their claims is relevant to whether class treatment is appropriate. Here, the understanding of the putative class representative’s “private attorney general” interest in certifying a class may again be helpful. A putative class representative’s personal stake in the underlying litigation and “private attorney general” stake in certifying a class ensures that the enforceability of arbitration agreements as to putative class members may be presented in a justiciable fashion at the certification stage. The resulting legal determination is not an “advisory opinion,” because it concretely impacts whether the putative class representative indeed meets Rule 23 requirements and is entitled to certify a class. Class actions, including motions for class certification, “are prosecuted through representatives.” And that means that the rights of absent parties not directly before the court come under judicial scrutiny during the class certification process.

In any event, Jensen’s fatalistic approach to arbitration asymmetries is in no way required by Article III. A court may defer adjudicating a defendant’s arbitration rights as to absent class members until after a class has been certified. Or it may evaluate the enforceability of those rights in the context of a motion for class certification, insofar as the issue may be concretely presented by a putative class representative because it impacts her ability to certify a class. What is clear is that a court need not throw up its hands in the face of an arbitration asymmetry and, on that basis alone, decline to certify a class.
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CONCLUSION

Although courts faced with arbitration asymmetries make reference to Rule 23 requirements, their rulings are motivated by underlying justiciability concerns. This Essay argues that class representatives have standing to argue that absent class members are not bound by arbitration agreements and that courts are not powerless to adjudicate such disputes. With those jurisdictional anxieties sorted, Rule 23 concerns about typicality and adequacy melt away and courts may freely certify classes when faced with an arbitration asymmetry. Indeed, as a policy matter, it is imperative that they do so. Otherwise, courts will continue to make just outcomes inaccessible to low-income litigants and allow corporate misconduct to go unchecked.
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